The country’s best dealers have one thing in common: They use Provision® to manage their used car inventory.

It’s how they make split-second decisions with razor-sharp precision. It’s how they align every effort with an overall strategy that improves overall success. It’s how they work in real time, on desktop or mobile. Most importantly, it’s how they gain real advantages over their competitors:

**Data**
Better decisions start with better information. Provision shows you real-time data for every car across the country, right down to the trim and equipment level. It’s the most accurate information from the most trusted sources — including Autotrader, Manheim, Cars.com and many more.

**Access**
Start any appraisal with a simple VIN scan from your smartphone or tablet. Once you purchase a vehicle, you can price it competitively and list it in near-real time from that same device — complete with auto-generated descriptions and customized photos.

**Insight**
No other solution helps you leverage your data better. Provision’s report card and letter grades convert complex market data into easy-to-understand conclusions that drive fast decision-making.

**Results**
Provision provides every customer with a dedicated Performance Manager, an experienced automotive expert who helps you turn the Velocity Method of Management® and Provision’s power into higher inventory turns and gross profit.
Provisioning

The Provisioning tool brings the vehicles with the highest profit potential in your live market directly to your lot. It’s a real-time view of what to buy, what to pay and exactly where to find it.

New: With no extra clicks, see critical CARFAX/registered.alt data—like accident, owner and service history—in the same view as the rest of the vehicle data you review before acquiring a vehicle. You can even filter based on CARFAX criteria to avoid unwanted surprises.

Appraising

The appraising tool provides a multi-out exit strategy for every vehicle you appraise—so you know the retail, wholesale and subprime potential before you get into the car. And it tells you what identically equipped vehicles are selling for in your live retail market, so you can determine your precise margin potential.

Pricing

Price every used vehicle on your list to maximize your VDPs, your turns and your profits. Armed with all the numbers you need, you can effectively compete for the top spot on customers’ online shopping lists and drive more traffic to your showroom.

Merchandising

Keep your online inventory as sharp as your showroom. The merchandising tool optimizes vehicle listings and maximizes results in online searches. And its AutoWriter/registered.alt feature uses intuitive templates to automatically generate compelling descriptions for every vehicle in your inventory. It’s the best way to ensure the quality, completeness and performance of every listing, all in one place.

Deal Finder

Seize more opportunities in the growing market for credit-challenged buyers. Deal Finder lets you easily find back-of-book inventory at any auction and determine the subprime potential of any appraisal against multiple lenders’ criteria at once. Then it uses this information to match the right customers to the right cars, right away.

Closing more deals and hold margins with RealDeal, the industry’s first price validation tool. Trusted by shoppers, RealDeal helps drive more traffic to your VDPs. Once shoppers arrive on your lot, use RealDeal documentation to validate your pricing and minimize negotiation.

Mobile

Provision brings together all the used vehicle information you need—wherever you need it— thanks to the industry’s leading fully mobile, fully optimized inventory management system. Available as an app on a smartphone or tablet, the Provision Suite allows you to drive decisions directly from your mobile device. Whether you’re in the office, on the lot, at the auction or on the go, the ability to access information and make inventory decisions is always at your fingertips.

Don’t wait any longer.

Get started with Provision today.

877-828-8614